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Salahaldin International School was one of the first

international schools in Egypt with over 1,400 students

from Kindergarten to Grade 12. The school embraces its

multicultural nature with students from 26 different

nationalities. The school follows United States’ education

system and uses English as its primary language. As a

school that values online education and uses English as it’s

primary teaching language, LiteracyPlanet was the online

resource that ticked all the boxes.

With the recent events digital resources proved their

importance one more time.

Case Study

The students particularly enjoy the

comprehension, grammar and

punctuation exercises in the program.

The automatic-marking feature helps

students understand what answers

they got wrong in an effective way.

Head Teacher

Zehra Aksu Bakay,

Here's why they chose LiteracyPlanet.

Salahaldin International School



LiteracyPlanet's spelling and sight word

activities were so popular with the

students that we had parents mentioning

how addicted their children were to the

game. Some parents also brought up how

they appreciated the audio books.

How the school uses LiteracyPlanet

to improve literacy outcomes

The teachers at Salahaldin International School

embraced online learning with their students. In

particular, the sight words, spelling and grammar

exercises which where highly popular with the

younger students. Teachers are keen to learn

more about the Teacher Dashboard with endless

capabilities like curriculum alignment tools and

analysing improvement reports.
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The program was popular with students of all

personalities. We had a student who would

usually drag his feet to complete assignments

but with LiteracyPlanet it was a breeze.
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LiteracyPlanet taught one of my

1st Grade students a new skill –

alphabetical ordering. It was

wonderful to see her learn that

through a program!

LiteracyPlanet was engaging for students 

at Salahaldin International School

The kids at Salahadin International School

loved using LiteracyPlanet for all literacy

strands. The fun mission-based activities

allowed for fun classroom time whilst

learning. Both teachers and parents saw how

engaged students were when using

LiteracyPlanet.
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LiteracyPlanet was easy to implement

Teachers find LiteracyPlanet easy and effective

when setting up. Reports and dashboards such

as the Teacher Dashboard, curriculum alignment

tools and improvement reports help track

student performance in an easy-to-use manner.


